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Handbook of Urban Geography 2019 this collection brings together the latest thinking in urban geography it
provides a comprehensive overview of topical issues and draws on experiences from across the world chapters
have been prepared by leading researchers in the field and cover themes as diverse as urban economies
inequalities and diversity conflicts and politics ecology and sustainability and information technologies the
handbook offers a valuable resource for students and researchers interested in cities and the urban in geography
and across the wider social sciences
Urban Geography 2015-03-09 urban geography a comprehensive introduction to a variety of issues relating to
contemporary urban geography including patterns and processes of urbanization urban development urban
planning and life experiences in modern cities reveals both the diversity of ordinary urban geographies and the
networks flows and relations which increasingly connect cities and urban spaces at the global scale uses the city as
a lens for proposing and developing critical concepts which show how wider social processes relations and power
structures are changing considers the experiences lives practices struggles and words of ordinary urban residents
and marginalized social groups rather than exclusively those of urban elites shows readers how to develop critical
perspectives on dominant neoliberal representations of the city and explore the great diversity of urban worlds
Urban Geography 2018-01-03 this revised fifth edition not only examines the new geographical patterns forming
within and between cities but also investigates the way geographers have sought to make sense of this urban
transformation it is structured into three sections contexts themes and issues that move students from a foundation
in urban geography through its major themes to contemporary and pressing issues the text critically synthesizes
key literatures in the following areas the urban world changing approaches to urban geography urban form and
structure economy and the city urban politics planning regeneration and urban policy cities and culture architecture
and urban landscapes images of the city experiencing the city housing and residential segregation transport and
mobility in cities sustainability and the city this edition builds on the success of the comprehensively revised fourth
edition and provides revised chapters on transport mobility and urban futures with additional updating of readings
and some case studies the book synthesises a wide range of literature on each subject and presents the material in
a lively engaging way supported by an expanded range of student friendly features including exercises and
suggestions for further study
Urban Geography 2009 this is the most comprehensive and readable book on urban geography in the array of
contemporary literature on the subject
Key Concepts in Urban Geography 2008-12-19 this extraordinary collage of sophisticated essays on key terms in
urban geography both provides a conventional basis to and recasts innovatively a burgeoning field in the discipline
roger keil co editor international journal of urban and regional research the city is an obvious but confounding
object of geographical analysis urban structure and life are shaped by an astounding array of social economic and
political dynamics this volume embraces these complexities of city form in a wide ranging readable well informed
and highly interdisciplinary analysis of key topics in urban studies with its fresh approach this book provides an
accessible entry point for the newcomer to urban geography yet also delivers creative insights for those with
greater familiarity professor steven k herbert university of washington organized around 20 short essays key
concepts in urban geography provides a cutting edge introduction to the central concepts that define contemporary
research in urban geography involving detailed and expansive discussions the book includes an introductory
chapter providing a succinct overview of the recent developments in the field over 20 key concept entries with
comprehensive explanations definitions and evolutions of the subject a glossary figures diagrams and suggested
further reading this is an ideal companion text for upper level undergraduate and postgraduate students in urban
geography and covers the expected staples of the subdiscipline from global cities and urban nature to transnational
urbanism and virtuality
A Geography of Urban Places 2014-06-17 this book presents a selection of readings to present varied opinions
approaches and reports from various international professional journals among the journals represented are
regional science association journal the canadian geographer the annals of the american association of geographers
economic geography landscape journal of soil and water conservation and land economics this book was first
published in 1970
Urban Geography in America, 1950-2000 2014-05-01 first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis
an informa company
Urban Studies Inside/Out 2019-10-28 at a time of intense theoretical debates in urban studies the research
practices underlying such theories have not received the same attention this original and creative text interrogates
the methodological underpinnings of contemporary urban scholarship with reference to different global sites and
situations as well as to recent debates around postcolonial planetary and provincialized urban theories rather than
reducing methodological questions to a matter of tools and techniques it unearths the complex connections
between theory research design empirical work expositional style and normative ethical commitments innovatively
co produced by faculty and graduate students from a variety of disciplines urban studies inside out it is comprised
of three parts part i an introduction to the field of urban studies and its changing theories methodological norms
and practices part ii features a collection of methodological essays co authored by graduate students
deconstructing the research designs the methodological practices and the modes of presentation and
representation across recent urban monographs part iii consists of informative keyword primers which explicate the
key concepts and formulations in the field of urban studies this volume offers a welcome intervention within urban
studies and stands to make a valuable contribution for graduate students and researchers
Global Urbanism 2021-06-21 global urbanism is an experimental examination of how urban scholars and activists
make sense of and act upon the foundational relationship between the global and the urban what does it mean to
say that we live in a global urban moment and what are its implications refusing all encompassing answers the
book grounds this question exploring the plurality of understandings definitions and ways of researching global
urbanism through the lenses of varied contributors from different parts of the world the contributors explore what
global urbanism means to them in their context from the ground and the struggles upon which they are working
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and living the book argues for an incremental fragile and in the making emancipatory urban thinking the
contributions provide the resources to help make sense of what global urbanism is in its varieties what s at stake in
it how to research it and what needs to change for more progressive urban futures it provides a heterodox set of
approaches and theorisations to probe and provoke rather than aiming to draw a line under a complex changing
and profoundly contested set of global urban processes global urbanism is primarily intended for scholars and
graduate students in geography sociology planning anthropology and the field of urban studies for whom it will
provide an invaluable and up to date guide to current thinking across the range of disciplines and practices which
converge in the study of urbanism chapter 36 of this book is freely available as a downloadable open access pdf
under a creative commons attribution 4 0 license available at taylorfrancis com books e 9780429259593
Changing Asian Urban Geographies 2023-06-06 this book investigates changing geographies of fast growing asian
metropolitan regions in particular their peripheral areas through examining the intersection of global
suburbanisation and asian urbanism the book depicts a complex sub urban world in asia it explains how the forces
of globalisation the logic of capital accumulation and the history of rural urban divide and interaction path
dependent local institutions and government policies work together to reshape the geographies of asian urbanism
touching on social environmental governance and planning aspects of contemporary urban asia the chapters in this
volume provide grounded studies of residential relocation and changing rural settlements property development by
a congregation of developers political ecologies of water provision middle class consumers and local state agencies
transit oriented development and infrastructure finance in peri urban areas it demonstrates an assemblage of
actors and coexistence of multiple urban governance regimes with everyday negotiations changing asian urban
geographies will be interesting not only to those who wish to know more about asian urban geographies but also to
scholars and students wishing to see asian metropolises in a comparative perspective of sub urban dynamics the
chapters in this book were originally published in urban geography
The Urban Politics of Policy Failure 2022-07-28 this book contributes to debates in geography and urban
studies by analysing the spatial dimensions and politics of urban policy failure attention is most often paid to
successful urban policies policymakers go to great lengths to emulate success by importing policy models
implementing best practices or pursuing silver bullet solutions yet stories of failure are at least as common as those
of success some policies fail to launch in the first place others struggle to deliver their goals many collapse under
the weight of poor administration insufficient funding or political opposition this book establishes a vocabulary and
set of analytical approaches for researching the spatial dynamics and impacts of urban policy failure with a
geographically diverse set of cases the authors explore topics including policy im mobility urban policy experiments
and governance initiatives ranging from sustainability to housing to public health across europe north america and
asia the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal urban geography
Doing Global Urban Research 2018-03-12 this book unpacks the challenge of how to make sense of urban
complexity with contributions from key global scholars it explores various methodological approaches including
comparative urbanism social network analysis and data visualisation
Urban Theory 2016-10-04 urban theory new critical perspectives provides an introduction to innovative critical
contributions to the field of urban studies chapters offer easily accessible and digestible reviews and as a reference
text urban theory is a comprehensive and integrated primer which covers topics necessary for a full understanding
of recent theoretical engagements with cities the introduction outlines the development of urban theory over the
past two hundred years and discusses significant theoretical methodological and empirical challenges facing the
field of urban studies in the context of an increasing globally inter connected world the chapters explore twenty four
topics which are new additions to the urban theoretical debate highlighting their relationship to long established
concerns that continue to have intellectual purchase and which also engage with rich new and emerging avenues
for debate each chapter considers the genealogy of the topic at hand and also includes case studies which explain
key terms or provide empirical examples to guide the reader to a better understanding of how theory adds to our
understanding of the complexities of urban life this book offers a critical and assessable introduction to original and
groundbreaking urban theory and will be essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students in human
geography sociology anthropology cultural studies economics planning political science and urban studies
Eat. Sleep. Urban Geography. - Lined Notebook: Writing Journal 2018-12 5 x 8 118 lined pages college rule
line spacing if you love urban geography you ll love this notebook 5x8 size makes it the perfect notebook for taking
notes at work while traveling or taking with you anywhere you go college rule lined pages let you write lots of notes
and drawings soft matte finish cover is a joy to hold makes a great gift for your favorite urban geographers and an
awesome present for college professors
Global Cities and Urban Theory 2016-12-13 global cities and urban theory provides an innovative set of approaches
to understanding some of the world s major cities working with concepts such as smart cities volumetric urbanism
and critical accounting to illustrate the everyday agents and practices that place cities in the world donald mcneill
draws on detailed discussions of major cities such as london san francisco paris and singapore to provide a deep
understanding of how urban theory can be grounded in the cultural economies of urban development the book
reviews the insights of key thinkers such as bruno latour mike davis and jane m jacobs in relation to specific cities
highlights methodological and epistemological notes on each theme provides case studies of nine key global cities
examined in the context of specific material and spatial practices essential reading for upper level students and
researchers across urban studies urban geography urban sociology and urban policy
An Introduction to Geographical and Urban Economics 2019-12-12 this up to date third edition provides an
accessible introduction to urban and geographical economics using real world examples and key models
A Geography of Urban Places 2007 presents a selection of readings to offer varied opinions approaches and reports
from various international professional journals such as regional science association journal the canadian
geographer the annals of the american association of geographers landscape journal of soil and water conservation
and land economics
A Research Agenda for Cities 2017-03-31 elgar research agendas outline the future of research in a given area
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leading scholars are given the space to explore their subject in provocative ways and map out the potential
directions of travel they are relevant but also visionary this book provides a critical assessment of key areas of
urban scholarship in twelve stimulating chapters expert contributors examine a range of important pressing topics
from sustainability and gentrification to feminist interventions and globalization to security and food issues six more
regionally informed expert reviews examine recent urban research in sub saharan africa south america east asia
the middle east australia and eastern europe the chapters provide polemical assessments and signposts for future
research the book will be an indispensable and accessible guide to urban research across the globe
The Geography of Towns 2017-07-12 when first released much praise was given to this book an outstanding
book on urban geography representative of the best on this subject higher education journal the book ought to be
required reading for every planner and student of planning a magnificent achievement town and country planning
the geography of towns provides a concise but thorough introduction to the important subject of urban geography it
traces the development of urban areas from the earliest sites of nineveh aleppo and agade to modern
megalopolises and strip cities and deals authoritatively with problems of classification and ranking location and type
origins and course of development and the relationship of the city to its region and nation all facets of urban
geography are covered including the core integuments population structure land use patterns enclaves and town
structure population mobility and the continual crisscross circulation of populations within and between town and
region are seen as important forces affecting the internal geography of towns the author questions the usefulness
or validity of such terms as neighborhood and stresses the need for more meaningful conceptualizations and
vocabulary one of the fundamental problems connected with urban geography is to assist in the planning of future
cities this book contributes substantially to an understanding of the interrelations of town and region and to an
understanding of the components of the city itself which are essential to intelligent planning for the future
Urban Geography in South Africa 2019-08-17 this book embraces south africa and its place in the global south
providing a succinct theoretical and empirical analysis and discussion of urban issues in the country there have
been sporadic calls from the urban geography community for the development of an overarching and
comprehensive text that explores contemporary processes and practices taking place in urban south africa and
more widely the global south this is an edited collection of chapters by leading urban theorists and practitioners
working on various themes within urban south africa and serves as a base for scholars and students interested in
urban perspectives from countries in the global south
Kolkata — The Colonial City in Transition 2022-12-20 this book explores the spatial characteristics of the city of
kolkata in india in terms of the physical economic social political and environmental aspects of urban geography
and focuses upon the inherent processes that impact its transformation it discusses different facets of urban
geography and highlights the contemporary challenges of a major primate city in south asia which represents the
conflicts between the traditional and the modern the rich and the poor the skyscrapers and the shanties with its
detailed empirical research and mapping exercises based on real time remote sensing data the book offers an
understanding of a range of contemporary urban issues it examines the spatial consequences of urban sprawl land
use changes ecological crisis climate change critical disasters dynamics of the peri urban interface neighborhood
restructuring debates around heritage conservation housing poverty gray spaces governance and the political
landscape of the city this book will be useful to students teachers and researchers of geography especially human
geography and urban geography urban studies urban development and planning regional planning social
geography governance ecology economics and south asian studies it will also benefit urban planners development
professionals and those interested in the study of the city of kolkata and its transformations
The Study of Urbanization 1967 this extensively revised and updated fourth edition not only examines the new
geographical patterns forming within and between cities but also investigates the way geographers have sought to
make sense of this urban transformation it is structured into three sections contexts themes and issues that move
students from a foundation in urban geography through its major themes to contemporary and pressing issues the
text critically synthesizes key literatures in the following areas the urban world changing approaches to urban
geography urban form and structure economy and the city urban politics planning regeneration and urban policy
cities and culture architecture and urban landscapes images of the city experiencing the city housing and
residential segregation transport and mobility in cities sustainability and the city the fourth edition combines the
topicality and accessibility of previous editions with extensive new material including many new chapters such as
the urban world and politics housing and residential segregation and transport in cities as well as a wealth of
international case studies extending its range of coverage across the field this book features enhanced pedagogy
including a range of new illustrations and tables a list of key ideas for each chapter end of chapter essay questions
and project activities and annotated further reading from books journals and websites written in an engaging
student friendly style this is an essential read for students and scholars of urban geography
Urban Geography 2012 it is now over 50 years since the term gentrification was first coined by the british
urbanist ruth glass in 1964 in which time gentrification studies has become a subject in its own right this handbook
the first ever in gentrification studies is a critical and authoritative assessment of the field although the handbook
does not seek to rehearse the classic literature on gentrification from the 1970s to the 1990s in detail it is referred
to in the new assessments of the field gathered in this volume the original chapters offer an important dialogue
between existing theory and new conceptualisations of gentrification for new times and new places in many cases
offering novel empirical evidence
Handbook of Gentrification Studies 2018 this compelling new textbook scrutinizes urban politics through a
theoretical and empirical lens to provide readers with a clear understanding of the relationship between political
spatial and economic issues on the urban environment taking a truly global analysis the book uses international
comparative case studies from cities across the world including london beijing austin and vancouver engaging in
style and thorough in its coverage of the key issues this book draws on ideas and theories from human geography
politics sociology economics and development
Urban Political Geographies 2012 this book facilitates more careful engagement with the production politics and
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geography of knowledge as scholars create space for the inclusion of southern cities in urban theory making urban
theory addresses debates of the past fifty years regarding whether and why scholars should conceptualize southern
cities as different and argues for the continued importance of unlearning existing theory with examples from the
urban question to environmental justice urban infrastructure to basic income this volume highlights the limitations
of existing explanations as well as how thinking from the south entails more than collecting data in new places
throughout the book instances of juxtapositions unease unlearning and learning anew emphasize how theory
making from southern cases can open avenues to more creative possibilities the book pulls theories apart
examining distinct components to better understand the universality and provinciality of empirical phenomena
causality and norms including questions of what a city is and ought to be this book delivers a clearer articulation of
ongoing debates and future possibilities for southern urban scholarship and it will thus be relevant for both scholars
and students of urban studies urban theory urban geography research methods in geography postcolonial southern
cities and global cities at graduate and post graduate levels
Making Urban Theory 2020-01-20 pursuing fragments pulling together falling apart knowing fragments writing in
fragments political framings walking cities in completion
Fragments of the City 2021-10-05 in the last decade a new wave of urban research has emerged putting
comparative perspectives back on the urban studies agenda however this research is frequently based on similar
case studies on a few selected cities in america and europe and all too often focus on the abstract city level with
marginal attention given to particular local contexts moving away from loosely defined urban theories and contexts
this book argues it is time to start learning from and compare across different contested cities it questions the long
standing euro centric academic knowledge production that is prevalent in urban studies and planning research this
book brings together a diverse range of international case studies from latin america south and south east asia
eastern europe africa and the middle east to offer an in depth understanding of the worldwide contested nature of
cities in a wide range of local contexts it suggests an urban ontology that moves beyond the urban west and north
as well as adding a comparative relational understanding of the contested nature that southern cities are
developing this timely contribution is essential reading for those working in the fields of human geography urban
studies planning politics area studies and sociology
Urban Geopolitics 2017-08-21 includes section reviews and other bibliographical material
Geography 1973 contributing to new debates and research on the city this handbook looks both backwards and
forwards to bring together key scholarship in the field
The SAGE Handbook of New Urban Studies 2017-05-01 drawing from scholars with extensive fieldwork experience
this volume covers sixteen cities in fourteen countries across a belt stretching from latin america to africa and the
middle east and into asia central to what binds these cities are deeply rooted complex and dynamic processes of
social and spatial division that are being actively reproduced these cities are not so much fracturing as they are
being divided by governance practices informed by local histories and political contestation and refracted through
or infused by market based approaches to urban development through a close examination of these practices and
resistance to them this volume provides perspectives on neoliberalism and right to the city that advance our
understanding of urbanism in the global south
Locating Right to the City in the Global South 2013 the new 5th edition of this highly respected and long
running text builds and improves upon the successful structure thought provoking writing style and clear
presentation of previous editions tracing urban social geography through its theoretical underpinnings to current
debates this new edition takes account of recent critical work while also presenting the foundations and
development of the subject it explicitly relates key issues to contemporary cultural and economic life in cities
producing coverage that is stimulating relevant and engaging for students key features key questions and concepts
for each chapter to help students identify and apply the key themes written in a lively and accessible style designed
to enthuse learners to study urban social geography in further depth chapter summaries provide revision and
reflection opportunities annotated further reading encourages further investigation highly illustrated throughout
with new photographs and informative diagrams and tables extensive glossary of key terms highlighted in the text
and elaborated upon at the end new to edition new boxed features identifying key thinkers key debates and key
trends new final chapter covering post modernism film and the city and the future of urban social geography key
film lists provide pointers for cinematic coverage of urban social geography companion website containing
annotated weblinks essay questions and project assignments this text will be essential reading forstudents of urban
geography social geography planning sociology and of key interest more broadly within human geography and the
social sciences paul knox is university distinguished professor and dean of the college of architecture and urban
studies at virginia tech his recent books include urbanization prentice hall 2005 with l mccarthy and the geography
of the world economy routledge 2003 with j agnew and l mccarthy steven pinch is a professor of human geography
and deputy head of the school of geography at the university of southampton his recent research has focused on
the relationships between knowledge and competitive advantage in the british motor sport industry and has been
published in environment and planning geoforum journal of economic geography and regional studies
Urban Social Geography 2006 the contemporary urban experience is defined by flow and structured by
circulating people objects and energy geographers have long provided key insights into transportation systems but
today concerns for social justice and sustainability motivate new critical approaches to mobilities reimagining the
city prompts an important question how best to rethink urban geographies of transport and mobility this original
book explores connections in theory and practice between transport geographies and new mobilities in the
production of urban space it provides a broad introduction to intersecting perspectives of urban geography
transport geography and mobilities studies on urban places of flows diverse international and leading edge
contributions reinterpret everyday intersections as nodes urban corridors as links cities and regions as networks
and the discourses and imaginaries that frame the politics and experiences of mobility the chapters illuminate
nearly all aspects of urban transport from street regulation and roadway planning intended and subversive
practices of car and truck drivers planning and promotion of mass transit investments and the restructuring of
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freight and logistics networks together these offer a unique and important contribution for social scientists planners
and others interested in the politics of the city on the move
Transport, Mobility, and the Production of Urban Space 2015-05-01 the temporal and spatial intersection of
information and telecommunication technologies creative and knowledge economies and related new
manufacturing systems has been leading to significant effects on urban socioeconomic and spatial configurations
and public policies specifically the post crisis emergence of innovative workplaces to accommodate these changes
is creating socioeconomic and spatial features that are only recently beginning to be explored in the scholarly
literature according to this scenario this edited book offers a variety of avenues for exploring the relationships
between contemporary production activities and new workplaces in several urban contexts in particular it focuses
on the consequences of these relationships in terms of regeneration of the urban fabric as well as on their
implication in terms of urban policies this book represents early observation of the fast growing phenomenon of
new productive activities and workplaces against the background of the gig economy and sharing economy
paradigms central to this discussion is the investigation of the connection between digital technologies new works
and workplaces and urban change processes and projects by providing an additional contribution to new urban
agendas for contemporary cities the chapters originally published as a special issue in the journal of urban
technology
New Urban Geographies of the Creative and Knowledge Economies 2019-10-23 this book argues that understanding
global urbanism in the twenty first century requires us to cast our gaze upon vast city regions without an urban core
The Urbanism of Exception 2017-03-10 what is urban theory how can it be used to understand our urban
experiences experiences typically defined by enormous inequalities not just between cities but within cities in an
increasingly interconnected and globalised world this book explains relations between urban theory and modernity
in key ideas of the chicago school spatial analysis humanistic urban geography and radical approaches like marxism
cities and the transition to informational economies globalization urban growth machine and urban regime theory
the city as an actor spatial expressions of inequality and key ideas like segregation ghettoization suburbanization
gentrification socio cultural spatial expressions of difference and key concepts like gender sexuality race ethnicity
and culturalist perspectives on identity lifestyle subculture how cities should be understood as intersections of
horizontal and vertical of coinciding resources positions locations influencing how we make and understand urban
experiences critical interdisciplinary and pedagogically informed with opening summaries boxes questions for
discussion and guided further reading urban theory a critical introduction to power cities and urbanism in the 21st
century provides the tools for any student of the city to understand even to change our own urban experiences
Urban Theory 2014-05-13 this book highlights the discontinuities and the ongoing development of the urban
question in policy making in the context of the controversial current issues of global reversal and regional revival it
critically examines contemporary public policies and practices at the urban regional and national scales in order to
offer a timely contribution to the debate on the significance of the urban dimension and interpretation in terms of
the theory policy and practice of social spatial research in the twenty first century focusing on europe it explores
the current urban policy agendas at different scales and the mobility of those agendas their implications
contradictions and controversies it brings together original contributions from multiple disciplines but with an urban
perspective including empirical case studies and critical discussions of the following topics the un 2030 agenda for
sustainable development the global new urban agenda as part of the habitat iii process the urban agenda for the
european union national spatial policies related to urban agendas urban agendas at regional urban levels city
regionalism discourse and state rescaling new formal regional and metropolitan governments as a solution or
problem the role of new actors in regional urbanization dynamics multi level governance processes in developing an
urban agenda informal assemblages at the metropolitan scale aiming at constructing the urban concept and
dimension given its scope the book is of interest to urban regional and eu policy makers scholars and students
working in the fields of urban geography urban studies eu urban and regional policies and planning
Foregrounding Urban Agendas 2019-10-31 geography in america at the dawn of the 21st century surveys
american geographers current research in their specialty areas and tracks trends and innovations in the many
subfields of geography as such it is both a state of the discipline assessment and a topical reference it includes an
introduction by the editors and 47 chapters each on a specific specialty the authors of each chapter were chosen by
their specialty group of the american association of geographers aag based on a process of review and revision the
chapters in this volume have become truly representative of the recent scholarship of american geographers while
it focuses on work since 1990 it additionally includes related prior work and work by non american geographers the
initial geography in america was published in 1989 and has become a benchmark reference of american
geographical research during the 1980s this latest volume is completely new and features a preface written by the
eminent geographer gilbert white
Geography in America at the Dawn of the 21st Century 2005 this book provides a thorough discussion about
fundamental questions regarding urban theories and modeling it is a curated collection of contributions to a
workshop held in paris on october 12th and 13th 2017 at the institute of complex systems by the team of erc
geodivercity there are several chapters conveying the answers given by single authors to problems of
conceptualization and modeling and others in which scholars reply to their conception and question them even the
chapters transcribing keynote presentations were rewritten according to contributions from the respective
discussions the result is a complete state of the art of what is our knowledge about urban processes and their
possible formalization
Theories and Models of Urbanization 2020-01-02 urban problems and their resolution represent one of the
major challenges for planners and decision makers in the modern world this book first published in 1990 makes a
major contribution to the field presenting an international and interdisciplinary approach to the challenges
presented by the urban environment the coverage is comprehensive ranging from the economic and political
dimensions of the capitalist system to the issues of poverty and deprivation and questions about housing equity this
is an essential reference guide to social economic and environmental problems in urban areas which is of great
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value to students of planning urban studies geography and sociology
Urban Problems (Routledge Revivals) 2014-06-03
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